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Warner Bros. previewed its stunning slate of some of the
most hotly anticipated upcoming movies at CinemaCon
Wednesday-but its tightly scripted format lacked the per-

sonality of many rival shows. Warner is among ten studios present-
ing its output for the coming months at the four-day Las Vegas
convention, where studios tend to allow their stars off the leash to
improvise, banter and reveal secrets behind their productions.

The studio flouted that convention, however, eschewing Q&A
panels and having its actors read scripted speeches voicing excite-
ment with little in the way of insight or revelation. For the lion's
share of the presentation, at the Caesar's Palace hotel, the celebri-
ties were either relatively obscure or were beamed in from else-
where by video link. Even the big finish-a personal appearance by
Ben Affleck, Henry Cavill, Jason Momoa, Ezra Miller and Ray Fisher
to promote D.C. movie "The Justice The stars, who play Batman,
Superman, Aquaman, Flash and Cyborg respectively, left the stage
after only a few minutes without uttering a single word, leaving
director Jack Snyder to make prepared comments.

"That was lame," said one delegate as the lights went up and
people began to file out of the hotel's packed Colosseum theater.
It's not that the footage of the movies themselves failed to live up
to expectations; the crowd shrieked with fright during previews
for upcoming horrors films "Annabelle Creation" and "It." And they
howled with laughter during previews of comedies "The House,"
starring Will Ferrell and Amy Poehler, and "Bastards," the directori-
al debut of Larry Sher, the cinematographer on "The Hangover"
and its sequels. The presentation started promisingly, with
Christopher Nolan ("The Dark Knight," "Interstellar") introducing
stunning footage from his World War II movie "Dunkirk."

Breakneck pace 
The film, starring Tom Hardy and Cillian Murphy and due for

release on July 21, tells the story of the evacuation of Allied sol-
diers surrounded by the German Army on the beaches on Dunkirk.
"They were faced with the choice between surrender and annihila-
tion and the fact this story ends in neither surrender nor annihila-
tion is why I believe Dunkirk to be one of the greatest stories in
human history," said Nolan, 46.

But the director's appearance also produced an awkward
moment as he appeared to distance himself from studio policy on

home entertainment. "The only platform I'm interested in talking
about is theatrical exhibition," Nolan said, to warm applause from
the audience of mainly theater operators. His comment came less
than 10 minutes after worldwide marketing and distribution presi-
dent Sue Kroll had argued the case for shortening the gap
between theatrical releases and DVD and Blu-ray debuts.

Host Maria Menounos rattled though the next eight films at
breakneck pace before a preview of eagerly awaited "Blade
Runner 2049," a sequel to Ridley Scott's iconic 1982 sci-fi classic.
The movie is being distributed internationally by Sony's
Columbia Pictures and had already been previewed earlier in
the week. But the segment still turned out to be a highlight,

with personal appearances by director Denis Villeneuve and
Jared Leto, one of its stars.

There was also a behind-the-scenes featurette including inter-
views with Harrison Ford and Ryan Gosling, as well as new footage.
"It's fun to play a character 30 years later and trying on old clothes,
and luckily they still fit," Ford says. Another highlight was an exten-
sive look at "Wonder Woman," starring Gal Gadot and Chris Pine,
with plenty of new footage of the warrior princess in battle.  There
was also a more detailed glimpse than before of the burgeoning
relationship between Gadot's Wonder Woman and Pine's Steve
Trevor. — AFP

Some of the best animated films have been inspired by fairy tales,
ancient Greek fables or mythology. Now comes one clearly
inspired by, of all people, David Mamet. The creators of "The

Boss Baby " have obviously been mining the playwright's gritty, foul-
mouthed "Glengarry Glen Ross" to build the title character, a ruthless,
capitalist-minded newborn with pupils the size of saucers who insists
that "Cookies are for closers." To make the connection even firmer,
they've hired Alec Baldwin to voice the baby, reprising in cartoon ver-
sion his motivational speaker from hell from the 1992 film version of
"Glengarry Glen Ross." The baby is also drawn in Baldwin's black suit
and tie with a gold watch and slicked-back hair.

The casting and homage to Mamet's snarling, soulless character is
funny indeed but seems somewhat outsized in this sweet film, over-
powering its understated humor and terrific animation. Altogether, it
sometimes seems like "The Boss Baby" was a really good 20-minute
short film that became stretched out like a piece of gum until the
taste grew stale. An army of animators - no, really, the endless end
credits are staggering to sit through - have been employed to make a
12-course banquet out of a whimsical board book by Marla Frazee,
which introduced the suit-wearing toddler. Onscreen, alternate reali-
ties mix with several exciting chase sequences, Elvis impersonators,
montages and moments of tenderness.

Screenwriter Michael McCullers, an alumnus of "Saturday Night
Live" who went on to write some of the "Austin Powers" movies, has
built an insane plot to accommodate Frazee's briefcase-wielding,
spicy tuna roll-loving parody of 1980s avarice. Both the book and film
share the same premise - that a baby's arrival changes a family. The
movie version is told from the point of view of a 7-year-old only child
with a swoop of hair (Miles Bakshi) whose idyllic world is shattered by
the arrival of son No. 2 (Baldwin). It gets worse: The new baby can

both talk and scheme. He's actually undercover on behalf of a corpo-
rate behemoth to push his agenda. (New parents will totally get that.)

Nifty flavor
Directed by Tom McGrath, the director of the "Madagascar" fran-

chise, "The Boss Baby" is best when it riffs off other action films, such
as "The Matrix," "Mary Poppins," "Honeymoon in Vegas" and "Raiders
Of The Lost Ark," to name a few. The animation and sound effects are
so superbly rendered - the fantasy sequences have an entirely differ-
ent and nifty flavor - that a drop of drool or a puff of baby powder
seems to have real texture and feeling. The laughs aren't machine-
gun fast; they're rather gentle, surprisingly not completely scatologi-
cal, and only a few are meant for adults only. (One takes place on a
plane, in which the pilot welcomes customers with the line: "Ladies
and gentlemen - and those in coach.") But make no mistake: A lot of
money has gone into this story about the joy of brotherhood. The
soundtrack includes tunes by Paul McCartney, Irving Berlin, Elvis,
Carole King and Burt Bacharach. The voice cast also includes Steve
Buscemi, Jimmy Kimmel and Lisa Kudrow. Baldwin - no surprise -
turns out to be simply great at playing a big, scary baby. His unmistak-
able presence here also adds a strange twist to a movie that its cre-
ators couldn't have anticipated. Baldwin, after all, has become notori-
ous on "Saturday Night Live" for playing another suit-wearing charac-
ter who's also egomaniacal, compassionless and a self-described busi-
ness genius. This spring, Baldwin plays them both. "The Boss Baby," a
DreamWorks Animation release, is rated PG by the Motion Picture
Association of America "for some mild, rude humor." Running time: 97
minutes. Three stars out of four. — AP

Zack Snyder, center, director of the upcoming film ‘Justice League,’ addresses the audience with cast members, from left, Ray
Fisher, Ezra Miller, Henry Cavill, Ben Affleck and Jason Momoa during the Warner Bros Pictures presentation at CinemaCon
2017 at Caesars Palace on Wednesday in Las Vegas. — AP

Warner movies dazzle CinemaCon but preview lacks pizzazz

In 'The Boss Baby,' it's clear
who wears the diapers

Review

This image released by DreamWorks Animation shows the
characters Mother, voiced by Lisa Kudrow, from left, Boss
Baby, voiced by Alec Baldwin, and Father, voiced by Jimmy
Kimmel from the animated film, ‘The Boss Baby.’

This image released by DreamWorks Animation shows char-
acters Tim, voiced by Miles Bakshi, left, and Boss Baby,
voiced by Alec Baldwin in a scene from the animated film,
‘The Boss Baby.’ — AP photos


